Featured Project - Gilead
Ross Purcell’s division have recently completed
the successful handover of the Gilead Project in
Cambridge. The project was headed up by Jay
Hollis who was ably assisted by Mick Turvill
having recently turned his back on a star
studded fixing career to join the dark side of
management
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The ash fluting to the double height reception
space and throughout the lift lobbies is a striking
natural look that sits well within the light and
airy surroundings

The project consisted of the suspended ceiling
and partition package. This included feature ash
ceilings and cladding
The key to the successful installation of the
above ceiling was the co-ordination with service
trades to ensure the specialist lighting sat
correctly upon installation of the baffles
The effect of the ceiling and surrounding areas
create a fantastic communal breakout space

Featured Project - Gilead
The office area ceilings are made up of SAS
System 330 and plasterboard margins. The
setting out of these areas was crucial with
cylindrical lighting features integrated
throughout
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Integra are sure that both Isg and Gilead are
pleased with the exceptional quality of design
and installation delivered throughout the project

Above is a photo of the full height atrium space
that highlights the extent of the bulkheads
installed by Integra and the quality of finish
achieved by Jay, Mick and their team

In Other News
The Integra 5-a-side team at Imperial College put
the UBS debacle of last year behind them to triumph
against 12 other subcontractor and ISg teams last
Friday. Top effort from Sean ‘Big’ Mc, Jimmy ‘The
Rat’ Dixon, Nick ‘Bagpuss’ Harding, Daryl, Jack Mc
and Carlos
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Due to Sean’s performance close
comparisons were made with an ex
Ballon D’or winner, I think we all
know where they keep the trophy!!

As in all good sides, there is
always someone who needs
to run down the clock when
you’re up against it. In this
case it was Sean who took a
dive to give everyone a
breather…stinger!

In Other News
A special mention this month to Ross Newby who is working on the One
New Oxford Street Project.
After hearing the awful news story regarding the Greenfell Tower
disaster last week he and a few close friends decided to donate as many
items of food, water, bedding, clothes as they could spare.
After an appeal to friends and family via social media they soon had
over a hundred people offering donations and the car they were to use
was soon overloaded.
A further appeal for appropriate vehicles was accepted by another
friend who offered the use of 3 company vans.
All the hundreds of packages were dropped to the surrounding centres
that were used to shelter those effected by the fire. I’m sure that the
effort made was hugely appreciated and the items of clothing etc. have
been put to good use.
A massive effort Ross, fair play to you and your friends.
Our thoughts are with those that have been effected by this latest of
tragedies.
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Continuing Sean McGuire’s busy month, both he and
his wife Liz took part in The Regents Park 10k Run and
completed the course in a shade over 2 hours. In doing
so, they raised a combined total of nearly £1500 for
Macmillan Cancer Support. A fantastic charity that is
very close to their hearts. Top effort Sean and Liz.
Anyone who wishes to donate can still do so at the
below link:
https://www.justgiving.com/LizSeanMcGuire?utm_source=Sh
arethis&utm_medium=fundraisingpage&utm_content=LizSea
nMcGuire&utm_campaign=pfp-email

In Other News
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Integra Receive National Award
Integra submitted it’s entry for the
national FIS Award for Suspended
Ceilings last year and attended the
awards lunch at The Dorchester
Hotel on Tuesday 6th June.
Having seen in recent years the
honours generally being taken by
smaller projects who are judged
under the same criteria, we were
happy to find out we had been
shortlisted.
As it turned out, not only had been
shortlisted, but we had in fact been
awarded 1st prize.
The trophy is now sitting happily
alongside the same award we won
in 2011.

Last, but certainly not least…
All at Integra would like to
wish Devan Swart and his wife
Lisa a huge congratulations on
the birth of their gorgeous
baby girl Eden on the 16th of
April.
We wish you all the best for
the future.
Thank god she looks like her
mother!! ;-)

